English
Children







will learn to:
continue a rhyming string
name and sound the letters of the alphabet.
use phonic knowledge to write words in ways that match
their spoken sound
Learn to segment and blend simple CVC words.
Learn to read and write phase 2 ‘Tricky Words’.
Have daily opportunities for sharing stories and
developing a love for books.

Children will have daily opportunities to develop their pencil
control, and to work on their early writing skills, through FMS
activities, mark making activities, labelling, painting, chalk writing
and early letter formation.
This terms books will include: The Visible Sounds, The Tiger Who
Came to Tea and The Great Race. We will investigate non-fiction
books and reading, including menus and cookery books. We will
also enjoy learning a range of poetry & riddles.
Communication & Language
New language includes: senses, visible, China, Chinese, good
fortune, lanterns, pandas, festivals.
We will compare and contract lives of Chinese children to our own
and learn about key sites in China. We will learn about Chinese New
Year and learn about Chinese traditions and the meanings behind
them. We will try new foods and learn about Chinese flora and
fauna. We will make fortune cookies and discuss the meaning
behind wishing someone a good fortune.
We will use language to recreate roles and experiences in our role
play area and practise caring for each other and our things.

Maths
This term, the children will:

Learn the composition of numbers to 10.

Learn to measure height and length.

Investigate capacity.

Practise counting daily.

Learn the days of the week.

Compare amounts and quantities.

Develop a deeper understanding of time.

Use mathematical terms in relation to this terms topic.

Building 3D shapes.

Solving simple mathematical problems.

Sequencing and creating patterns

PSED

Understanding the World (Incl ICT)

The children will continue to learn about their DNA-V skills with a
focus on giving to others and connecting with others.

We will use the internet and books to learn about China and we will
compare China to our own country. We will learn about animals and
landscapes in china and we will investigate our own countryside. We
will look closely and talk about the changes to plants and animals in
the Spring time and we will look closely at the world around us, and
learn more about where we come from.

We will challenge ourselves to try new things and to respect each
other and the world around us. We 
will learn calming techniques
such as yoga, music meditation and mindfulness.
The children will learn to recognise emotions and needs in others,
with the help of emotion cards, and we will celebrate kindness in
the class by using our kindness tree.
We will learn about caring for each other through learning about
the effect of our actions on our friends and our environment.

We will celebrate special occasions such as Chinese New Year and
Easter and we will learn about these special celebrations.
We will look at Chinese objects, clothes and money and we will
compare this to things in our own surroundings. For Chinese New
Year we will make red money envelopes and talk about this Chinese
tradition. We will learn about the light festival, listen
to traditional Chinese music and make shadow puppets.

Curriculum Intent:
Continent focus: Asia
Country Focus: China

Physical Development
Dragonfly children will continue to develop their fine motor skills
and gross motor skills, with a focus on good control and coordination, confident movement and a focus on healthy body and
mind.
We will be making dragons, using a range of materials and we will
create Chinese symbols and marks. We will recreate a dragon
dance, to music and work with friends to move around the room.
We will learn to use chopsticks and we will learn about healthy
foods and diets in China.
We will also focus on our healthy self by learning about good hygiene
(such as teeth washing and hand washing), healthy eating and how to
exercise appropriately.

Expressive Arts & Design
We will learn to care for the world around us and investigate
.
Children will experiment with textures and materials,
changes in nature, searching for minibeasts and building homes for
.
creating their own representations and investigating
them. We will also build a wormery, and discover more about what
nature; using a range of techniques to make their own
happens under the ground, and how this helps our plants to grow.
creations.
We will compare where we live to other places in England,
Children will:
including cities towns and other villages.
Use items from nature to create art, such as leaves & vegetable
printing. They will create scenes in a sensory aspect, to learn about
their five core senses and use them in their art.
Create simple representations of Chinese animals and events. They
will recreate pictures from our story books including displays of
flowers, tigers and Chinese dragons.
Children will have the opportunity to introduce their own storyline
and narrative into their play, by retelling shared story books, using
their imagination and recreating settings from our topic books.

Music

RE
We will focus on our Christian values; Attempting new things
(Spring 1) Concentrating and working hard (Spring 2).

Children will explore sounds – sing simple songs from memory and
identify different ways sound can be made and changed.

Enjoy singing individually and in a group.

Explore instruments.

Have focus time on listening to new music and sound.

Children





will learn about Christianity through:
Daily collective worship and prayer time.
Learning about the Easter Story.
Celebrating the Easter story with songs and art.
Practising daily our school golden rules.

